
CONTENT & DATA SOLUTIONS

BVAL Municipal AAA Benchmark: 
objective, transparent and data-driven.

IN PURSUIT OF A BETTER BENCHMARK
In today’s changing environment, muni market investors, issuers and regulators 
demand transparency to support investment decisions. However, access to an 
objective, accurate, timely and transparent AAA yield curve is limited. The lack of 
a better standard raises a compelling question: Where do market participants turn 
to for a consistent, truly data-driven municipal benchmark?

BLOOMBERG BVAL AAA DELIVERS OBJECTIVITY
Bloomberg’s evaluated pricing service, BVAL, provides a municipal AAA 
benchmark that is unique because it is not subjectively based on any one person’s 
view of the market, or on a consensus scale derived from the opinions of market 
participants. The BVAL Municipal AAA Benchmark is constructed using data from 
municipal market new issuance, Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board (MSRB)  
trades and contributed data. The benchmark is updated hourly and easily accessible  
on the Bloomberg Professional® service.

A SMARTER BENCHMARK 
The BVAL Municipal AAA Benchmark 
captures credit spreads and market 
movement for BVAL pricing and 
is validated by AAA competitive 
and negotiated new issues. BVAL 
publishes the benchmark’s individual 
tickers for thirty tenor points, which 
can be easily accessed and graphed. 

TRANSPARENT 
On the Bloomberg Professional service, 
BVAL Municipal AAA Benchmark 
(BVMB <GO>) shows the benchmark 
constituents, along with yield, date and 
weight of each observation.

TIMELY
BVAL utilizes eligible AAA-rated 
trade observations throughout the 
day, immediately capturing market 
movements. 

See hourly yields for 30 tenors of the 
BVAL Municipal AAA Benchmark on 
the Municipal Bond Monitor  
(GBY <GO>), along with changes 
from prior day’s close, percentage  
of treasuries and historical graphs.

COST EFFECTIVE 
Bloomberg Professional service 
subscribers enjoy full access at no 
additional cost.

PRICING  
DATA

The BVAL Municipal AAA Benchmark shows the type, weight, and tenor of each data point used  
to construct the AAA yield curve.
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
Learn more about how we can help your firm increase the rigor and transparency  
of pricing. Visit bloomberg.com/enterprise or reach us at eprise@bloomberg.net.

ENTERPRISE ADVANTAGES
Whether your priority is timeliness, objectivity, accuracy or transparency, BVAL’s  
Municipal AAA Benchmark is the right choice. 

Portfolio managers, traders and salespeople use the benchmark as a 
starting point for bond transactions throughout the day.

Issuers easily observe the credit spreads the marketplace is applying to their 
outstanding bonds versus the benchmark. This information is useful for evaluating 
financing needs. 

Credit analysts measure relative value by using the benchmark. Analysts use it 
along with BVAL pricing to generate market commentary and provide investment 
recommendations relative to performance indexes. 

Risk managers monitor systematic market risk by tracking the benchmark at 
multiple tenor points, while measuring idiosyncratic risk for specific sectors and 
issuers. It can also be used for regression, scenario and attribution analysis.

Compliance officers and senior executives appreciate the objectivity and 
transparency of the benchmark while Bloomberg Professional service subscribers 
enjoy full access to current and historical levels at no additional cost.

BLOOMBERG FOR ENTERPRISE 
To succeed today, financial institutions must 
respond to challenges that are not addressed 
by traditional approaches. They require 
world-class solutions that integrate people, 
processes, information and technology for 
the front office, middle office and operations. 
Bloomberg partners with these institutions to 
protect and capitalize on data, manage risk, 
deliver transparency and control costs. Through 
enterprise-level expertise and three decades 
of deep industry experience, Bloomberg 
creates real value through the use of innovative 
technology that turns data into a strategic asset. 

Top– Municipal Bond Monitor shows hourly yields for tenors of the BVAL 
AAA Benchmark.

Bottom – Curve Funder shows the list of tickers for the BVAL AAA 
Benchmark.
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TICKERIZED
A list of tickers and yields for each tenor point is available 
from Curve Finder tool (CRVF <GO>) on the Bloomberg 
Professional service. In addition, there are more than 60 
BVAL sector and rating curves that can be spread to the 
Municipal AAA Benchmark and graphed.
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